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Automatic lateral calibration of tunneling microscope scanners
Rostislav V. Lapshina)
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~Received 6 January 1998; accepted for publication 6 May 1998!

A practical method is described to find automatically the calibration coefficients and residual
nonorthogonality of a tunneling microscope scanner. As initial data, the coordinates of three atoms
were used forming a triangle in a highly oriented pyrolytic graphite surface appearing in the form
of a spatially geometrical measure. A recognition procedure is described which can be applied to
determine the lateral coordinates of the atoms. Length and orientation distortions were calculated,
estimates of calibration errors were given and the requirement on the nonorthogonality limit was
formulated for manipulator a given that ensures measurements of the predetermined accuracy. The
sensitivity of the method to a noise in atom coordinates was determined. Experimental data showing
the practical suitability of the method developed are presented. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S0034-6748~98!00308-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Today the scanning tunneling microscope~STM! is the
ideal instrument for surface investigations of matter on
atomic scale; nevertheless, it possesses certain shortcom
which are mainly various kinds of distortion in obtaine
data.

It is known, for example, that in due course piezocera
ics of the STM manipulators are dipoling, which leads
changes in the strain coefficients and errors in measurem
For elimination of the latter it is necessary to recalibrate
microscope periodically. However, manual calibration is
rather laborious process.

The subject of the present article includes questions c
cerning procedures of automatic determination of calibrat
coefficients1 and an oblique angle, analysis of encounte
errors, as well as finding the most suitable calibration
jects.

This article also can be considered as an introduction
a special scanning method based on local recognition
connection of surface features.1 The approach permits us t
suppress noise and to get rid of image distortions cause
thermodrift,2–5 creep,6 and hysteresis2,5 practically com-
pletely. As a result the image contains only distortions p
duced by errors in determination of the calibration coe
cients and oblique angle3,4,7 as well as by size and form o
the tip.8 Since the tip distortions do not disturb relative p
sitions of the features composing calibration structure, t
values of the calibration coefficients and oblique angle
be extracted from the image.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD

A. Procedure for the determination of the lateral
coordinates of atoms

Often when investigating a surface of solids at t
atomic scale, it is sufficient to have only information abo

a!Electronic mail: au135@elvis.msk.su; rlapshin@openmail.irex.ru
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the atom coordinates. Since the locations of the atom cen
on the surface image obtained with the help of STM are
defined, a procedure should be developed which perm
them to be found. The procedure desired is a recogni
program that operates as follows.

The atomic relief of a surface given in a certain windo
is cut by a horizontal plane at heightz. In other words, an
operation of image segmentation is being carried out wh
the image components of interest are separated~i.e., atoms
from the background! by thresholdz. At that, a set ofa priori
noncrossing plane domains are being formed; at times, t
have local violations of convexity, and are of noncircul
shape.

The domain differences are brought forth by noise in
tunnel current stabilization system and scanning chann
which gives ‘‘torn’’ edges, by thermodrift and creep as we
as by uneliminated distortions connected, in general, w
geometrical dimensions of the probe tip and its shape. Qu
titatively these differences can be evaluated by calcula
the domain ‘‘compactness:’’9 C54pS/L2, whereS is the
domain square, andL is the domain border length~it is easy
to check out that in the case of a circle this magnitude
‘‘perfect,’’ i.e., equal to unity!. Thus, by defining the gravity
centers of the obtained domains, the lateral coordinate
the atom centers on the surface can be found.

To determine the gravity centers it is necessary to kn
the coordinates of the points lying inside a domain and on
border, i.e., to be able to find out the domain contour and
closure, as well as to distinguish domains from each oth

The algorithm developed invokes steps similar to tho
described in the works of Sidhu and Boute,9 Freeman,10

Rosenfeld and Kak,11 and represents the following sequen
of operations:

~1! An image given in a certain window is looked throug
until a point that has the height greater or equal toz is
met. This is the first point belonging to the contour of
regular domain. The point found becomes the curr
point.
8 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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~2! Eight points neighboring on the current one and form
the chain code10 are looked through until a point is foun
with a height greater or equal toz. The point found that
way becomes the current point.

~3! Item ~2! is repeated until the first point of the doma
border is met, i.e., the closure of the domain conto
occurs.

~4! Knowing the coordinates of the domain contour, the c
ordinates of the gravity center of the domain at subpi
level can be calculated.

~5! Image points belonging to the recognized domain
assigned zero values. Provided the row and the colu
counters of the window being looked through do n
reach the maximum value, a jump is made to item~1!.

Note, that item~2! of the algorithm implies that the
round trip over the neighbors is made, first, each time in
same direction and, second, in such a way that the in
point of the trip be an external point.

The recognition procedure permits direct calculation
the average lattice constant as well as, beside the atom
detect and to run statistics of other objects encountered in
image, such as isolated noise peaks~solitary pixels!, isolated
noise islets and threads~chains of pixels!, merged atomic
domains. Those recognized atoms situated near the edg
the image or cut by it are automatically rejected since
data collected on those domains are either much disto
because of the influence of edge effects or just wrong. N
here that long threads appearing parallel to the fast scan
rection reveal surface contamination.

The larger squares of the atomic domains under inve
gation are, the more precisely the atom centers can be d
mined. The domain sizes depend on the cutting heighz.
Therefore, making ‘‘scanning’’ of surface relief alongz from
top to bottom and doing recognition iterations~25...35 times
for image with 216 gray levels! it becomes possible to find
such a height that being decreased by a minimum step
atom domains start to merge with each other. The height
obtained may be accepted as the optimal cut height.

The procedure is written in Pascal, the rate of recog
tion of atoms with 10...12 pixel contour, with simultaneo
classification of the objects mentioned above, and statis
accumulation on a computer like the IBM PC 386DX/3
MHz, makes up 1000 atoms/s, approximately. For appli
tion of the procedure the image is recommended to be p
moothed, and the trend to be removed from it.

As an illustration to recognition procedure working th
stylized image~272 atoms, average lattice constant 2.717!
is shown in Fig. 1~b!. This picture is obtained as a result
recognition of midsize STM12 scan of highly oriented pyro
lytic graphite~HOPG! in Fig. 1~a!.

The recognition procedure can be considered as a
of filter-compressor since, at one hand, it ‘‘smooths’’ initi
image producing a stylized surface, at other hand,
‘‘squeezes’’ the data extracting the most valuable inform
tion from the picture.
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B. Determination of the calibration coefficients and
the angle of obliquity

The idea of the method consists in searching for
parameters for linear transformation of a distorted ima
with ana priori known structure which leads to obtaining th
correct image. After that, using the parameters found,
same kind of manipulation is produced but now with imag
whose structure is unknown.

In order to find three unknowns, i.e., theK̄x , K̄y gains
along theX, Y axes of the microscope piezomanipulato

FIG. 1. ~a! An example of midsize graphite scan~1283128 pixels, micro-
scope is decalibrated!. The measurements were made in constantZ mode at
U tun52100 mV, I tun5300 pA. Average compactness 97.2%.~b! The result
of recognition-stylized surface of graphite. Carbon atoms are shown
hemispheres.
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respectively, and the oblique anglea, it is necessary to form
a system of three equations. For that, in the general case
sufficient to know the lateral coordinates of calibration s
face six atoms, which form three different segmentsuABu
5k1a1 , uCDu5k2a2 , anduEFu5k3a3 ~wherea1 ,a2 ,a3 are
lattice constants,k1 ,k2 ,k3 are integer coefficients!.

Since in an oblique coordinate system Pythagora
theorem is not valid, for the next constructions the followi
linear transformation from an oblique systemx̄oȳ connected
with X, Y STM piezomanipulators to the rectanglexoy will
be used

x5K̄xx̄1K̄yȳ sin a,

y5K̄yȳ cosa. ~1!

Further, a HOPG surface will be used as the calibrat
surface where the distances betweenb atoms13 are the same
a15a25a35a and equal to 2.464 Å.14 To fix ideas, a par-
ticular case is considered wherek15k25k35k52,4,8,...,
and the measure segments placed so that their center p
cross in one point, and the ends form a rectilinear hexag
this will be named a ‘‘star’’ scheme. Thus, in the meth
under description, HOPG surface atoms and geometr
structure resulting from them serve as a spatially geometr
standard.

Using expression~1! we solve the system of equation
composed for star beams. Finally, we obtain

K̄x5kaAuG/Hu, ~2!

K̄y5kaAuI /Hu, ~3!

a5arcsin
uHu2J2uGu2K2uI u

2JKAuGIu
, ~4!

where G5yCDyEF(xCDyEF2xEFyCD)2yAByEF(xAByEF

2xEFyAB)1yAByCD(xAByCD2xCDyAB); H5(xCDyEF

2xEFyCD)(xAByEF2xEFyAB)(xAByCD2xCDyAB); I
5xCDxEF(xCDyEF2xEFyCD)2xABxEF(xAByEF2xEFyAB)
1xABxCD(xAByCD2xCDyAB); J5xAB ; K5yAB ; the desig-
nation xAB means thexA2xB difference andyAB2yA2yB

~the same for the other point pairs!.
The last result can be obtained by using the property

equality of star beams. From the property only two indep
dent equations can be formed but there are three variable
Eq. ~3! is divided by Eq.~2!, the quantitiesa in the both
coefficients will cancel out and the ratioK̄y /K̄x will then not
depend on thea. Hence, introducing instead of theK̄x , K̄y

coefficients the reduction coefficientsK̄x* 51, K̄y* 5K̄y /K̄x ,
and solving the system with respect to the variablesK̄y* , a
we obtain

K̄y* 5AuI /Gu, ~5!

a5arcsin
LuGu1M uI u

2NAuGIu
, ~6!

where L5xAB
2 2xCD

2 ; M5yAB
2 2yCD

2 ; N5xCDyCD

2xAByAB .
is
-
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n
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Thus, using the reduction calibration coefficients it
sufficient to carry out the calibration of one microscope m
nipulator in the usual way; the calibration coefficient of a
other manipulator can be made from their ratio, first hav
calculated a value of the reduction coefficient by the me
of formula ~5!.

Let us now consider another particular case when
initial calibration structure is an equilateral triang
~k51,2,3,...!. It is easy to see that the formulae for calcul
tion of the calibration coefficients and the oblique angle
‘‘triangle’’ scheme have the form of Eqs.~2!–~4!, ~5!, ~6!
deduced earlier for the star; where instead of the formerCD,
EF indexes, theBC, AC ought to be used, accordingly.

C. Character and distortion values of a nonorthogonal
STM scanner

In practice, in measurements carried out by STM i
ages, the lattice constants and the angles between direc
have most frequently to be determined. Therefore, if in
capacity of a characteristic element of the image a segme
chosen, its distortions caused by the scanner nonorthogo
ity can be subdivided into the distortions connected with
change of its lengthDl and orientationDo.

Using polar coordinates~x5 l 0 cosb0, y5 l 0 sinb0!,
and also assumingK̄x5K̄y51, the distortions can be pre
sented as follows:

d l 5
D l

l 0
100%5U 1

cosa
Acos2~a1b0!1sin2 b0

21U100%, ~7!

Do5Uarctan
sin b0@cos~a1b0!2cosb0#

cosb0 cos~a1b0!1sin2 b0
U, ~8!

where l 0 , b0 are length and orientation~counted fromox
axis in counter clockwise direction! of an initial nondistorted
segment, accordingly. It is obvious from the above formu
that, if a segment under investigation is parallel to so
coordinate axis, that is,b050 or b05p/22a, then the dis-
tortionsd l 50, Do50 or d l 50, Do5a, accordingly.

Thus, the distortions of a nonorthogonal scanner
such that the segments placed parallel to the axes of
manipulators or to the coordinate axes on the screen do
suffer length distortions. Therefore, the commonly us
method for microscope calibration by orienting the segm
to be measured parallel to the axes works properly, thoug
practice it is not very suitable as it requires a sample rotat
It should be taken into consideration that the segments
ented in other directions are distorted, the degree of the
tortions depending on the direction.

Let us determine the direction along which the segm
is distorted most. For this, it will be rotated about the orig
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of coordinates and that direction will be sought wheredl and
Do are maxima. Differentiating Eqs.~7! and~8! by the vari-
able b0 yields that the maximum length distortion of se
ment appears when it is oriented at an angle of

b0
max5arctan

16sin a

7cosa
~9!

for 6a, accordingly, and the maximum orientation distorti

b0
max56

p

2
2

3a

4
. ~10!

The dependenciesd l (a) andDo(a) which are shown in Fig.
2 are derived by substituting, respectively,b05b0

max into
formulas~7! and ~8!.

D. Calibration object for direct determination of the
calibration coefficients and angle of obliquity

Let us find now eigenvaluesl and eigenvectors of linea
transformation inverse to Eq.~1!. For that purpose a charac
teristic equation is composed

U 1

K̄x

2l
2tan a

K̄x

0
1

K̄y cosa
2l
U50, ~11!

FIG. 2. The dependencies on obliquity anglea of maxima distortions of
segment lengthdl and orientationDo, as well as relative errord l clb of mea-
surement of linear dimensions when attention to nonorthogonality scann
calibration is not paid (b05b0

max).
solving which, one readily find thatl151/(K̄y cosa), l2

51/K̄x . Substituting the eigenvalues obtained into system
equations

~12lK̄x!x2tan ay50,

~12lK̄y cosa!y50, ~12!

and solving, we deduce that a set of segments placed a
abscissa axesb5b050, as well as at an angle ofb5b05

2a/2 (K̄x5K̄y) represents a family of eigenvectors of th
linear transformation inverse to Eq.~1!. Therefore, the orien-
tation of the vectors in the transformation remains und
torted.

Thus, the above analysis shows that the calibration
ject for direct measurements of calibration coefficients a
an oblique angle must possess circular symmetry for exc
ing the necessity of orientation of the calibration segm
along axes of coordinates and has to have a mark indica
its center. A good candidate here is a ring or series of c
centric rings with known radii and height~for calibration of
the Z manipulator!.

The calibration procedure by the object under discuss
can be reduced to the following steps.

~1! Measure the lengths of two segments formed by the
tersection of straight lines parallel to coordinate axes
the screen and passing through the center mark with
ring. The segments give calibration coefficientsK̄x and
K̄y .

~2! Transform the structural image to obtain scales alo
coordinates axes equal to each other (K̄x5K̄y).

~3! Search such a direction of a straight line going throu
the structure center where the segment length forme
intersection of this line with the ring is equal tol1D ~D
is the ring diameter!. The direction obtained in that wa
corresponds to half the value of an obliquity angle be
sought.

Note, that the method of direct calibration sugges
here can be easily automated by applying the recogni
procedure described in Sec. II A; for this, a mark of t
structure center is no longer required.

E. Errors of STM calibration made without taking into
account nonorthogonality of the scanner.
Formulation of the requirement to limit allowable
nonorthogonality in the manufacture of manipulators

Let us estimate the value of systematic calibration er
which influences a measurement error of linear dimensi
in a case when nonorthogonality of STM manipulators
neglected. For this, two pairs of calibration coefficients c
culated from a skewed image must be found. One pair isKx

andKy which corresponds to coefficients obtained as if t
microscope scanner is orthogonal, i.e., without attention
its obliquity; and the second—K̄x , K̄y , vice versa, with re-
gard for it. For this, the latter must be expressed not only
differences of initial coordinates but also through the angla
which represents in that case its parameter. Finally, we
tain

at
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K̄x5kaAU2MO22KR sin a~N sin a6AN2 sin2 a2LM !

P~O224JKQR sin2 a!
U, ~13!

K̄y5kaAULO12JQ sin a~N sin a7AN2 sin2 a2LM !

P~O224JKQR sin2 a!
U, ~14!
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where O5xAByCD1xCDyAB , P5xAByCD2xCDyAB , Q
5xCD , R5yCD ; and a pair ofKx , Ky coefficients appears
from the expressions above at the passage to the limit

Kx5 lim
a→0

K̄x5kaAuM /~OP!u, ~15!

Ky5 lim
a→0

K̄y5kaAuL/~OP!u, ~16!

in fact, the coefficients are calibrations of the microsco
with an orthogonal scanner obtained by two measured
ments. Note, that by their meaning both pairs of coefficie
must be positive, nonzero real numbers.

The maximum relative error of length measurement
some segment placed at an angle of Eq.~9!, i.e., at an angle
when its distortions manifest themselves most strongly,
be found by the formula

d l clb5
D l clb

l 0

100%

5U 1

K̄xK̄y cosa

3AKx
2K̄y

2 cos2~a1b0
max!1Ky

2K̄x
2 sin2 b0

max

21U100%. ~17!
e

s:

m
s

p

e
g-
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f

n

Figure 2 shows the character of change ofd l clb as a function
of an obliquity anglea.

Let us solve an inverse problem connected with sear
ing for such an obliquity angle, which leads to a given er
magnitude. It can be concluded from thed l (a) graph that for
achieving measurements of linear dimensions of surface
ements with a relative error not worse than 1%, for instan
the technology of STM scanner must guarantee the no
thogonality value of the manipulator’s axes within the lim
of the range61.13°. At the same time, from thed l clb(a)
curve it is easy to see that manipulator nonorthogonality m
be neglected agreeing to an error, for example, in 1% ifa by
absolute value does not exceed 0.29°.

F. Sensitivity of the calibration coefficients and the
oblique angle to errors in coordinates of initial
data. Comparison of the triangle and star schemes

Let us define the method’s sensitivity to errors in me
surement of the atom positions, which are taken as the in
data for triangle and star schemes. As the calibration coe
cients and the oblique angle are not being determined b
direct measurement, but rather computed by formulas,
estimation of errors~root mean squares! contained in their
values the following expression must be calculated:
s f5AS ] f

]xA
D 2

sxA

2 1S ] f

]xB
D 2

sxB

2 1¯1S ] f

]xF
D 2

sxF

2 1S ] f

]yA
D 2

syA

2 1S ] f

]yB
D 2

syB

2 1¯1S ] f

]yF
D 2

syF

2 , ~18!
ng
the

ec-

lues

to
where the atom centers’ coordinatesxA ,...,xF , yA ,...,yF

measured with root mean square errorssxA
,...,sxF

,

syA
,...,syF

, respectively, are put as variables, and the d

ignation f, while calculating, is substituted by the function
K̄x ,K̄y ,a.

To simplify, let us assume that all errors in the ato
center coordinates are equal tos. For numerical estimate
the s value will be accepted less, at least by order,2 than
lateral resolution of the microscope, which amounts to;1 Å.
It corresponds to the relative error of measurement of gra
ite lattice constant length and makes up;4%.

In view of what was said above, the formula~18! can be
written as
s-

h-

s f5sA (
i 5A,B,...,F

F 1

K̄x
2 S ] f

]xi
D 2

1
1

K̄y
2 S ] f

]yi
D 2G . ~19!

The multipliers before the partial derivatives are normalizi
factors; they eliminate the error value dependence upon
particular decalibration degree of the microscope. It is n
essary to note that the error valuess K̄x

, s K̄y
, and sa are

inversely proportional to the measure lengthka, therefore, it
is reasonable to use calibration structures with large va
of factor k.

Since the errorss K̄x
,s K̄y

themselves bring little informa-
tion for the analysis of noise influence, it would be useful
pass over to errors l of segment length determination~where
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l (xi ,yi)5Ax2(xi ,yi)1y2(xi ,yi)!, which is to be found as it
was done previously.

Quantitiesx(xi ,yi), y(xi ,yi) are calculated as follows
First, using transformation inverse to Eq.~1!, let us express
the coordinate differencesx̄,ȳ of some segmentl via coordi-
natesx,y assumingK̄x , K̄y , anda as constants. After that
l

s

r

.

e
y

h
y
t

o

apply transformation~1! where calibration coefficients an
obliquity angle are now functions of coordinatesxi ,yi , i.e.,

K̄x(xi ,yi), K̄y(xi ,yi), a(xi ,yi). By passing to polar coordi-
nates, finally obtain
x~xi ,yi !5
l 0$K̄x~xi ,yi !K̄y cos@a1b0

max~a!#1K̄xK̄y~xi ,yi !sin a~xi ,yi !sin b0
max~a!%

K̄xK̄y cosa
,

y~xi ,yi !5
l 0K̄y~xi ,yi !cosa~xi ,yi !sin b0

max~a!

K̄y cosa
, ~20!
ion,
the
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wherei5A,B,...,F.
Formula~19! is intended for computing the methodica

errors of the star scheme. By omitting terms withD,E,F in-
dexes and using the appropriate expressions forK̄x , K̄y , and
a, it is possible to get the formula for definition of the error
in the triangle scheme. Since expression~19!, when resolved
analytically, looks bulky, the errors were determined nume
cally.

The obtained results can be analyzed by means of Fig
which shows: the root mean square errorsa of determination
of an obliquity angle and relative errord l sys5s l / l 0100% of
determination of segment length produced by systematic
rors of calculation of calibration coefficients and obliquit
angle. The errors shown in the figure were obtained for tw
different schemes of calculations—triangle and star.

Analysis of the graphs leads to the conclusion that t
oblique angle, determined by the triangle scheme, has a s
tematic error slightly less than the one obtained by the s

FIG. 3. Methodical errorsa of determination of oblique angle and relative
methodical errord l sys of measurement of a linear segment for schemes
triangle and star (b05b0

max).
i-

3,

r-

o

e
s-

ar

scheme. As for the errors of segment length determinat
there is practically no difference detectable between
schemes. The presented graphs show that at the error v
s50.1 Å ~k52, 215°<a<115°! the methodical errorsa

~triangle scheme! lies in the range of 2.24°–2.33°. Therefor
the method offered does not provide a precise determina
of small oblique angles under high level of noise in the m
croscope. For example, at the errors in determination of the
atom center as low as;0.03 Å, the relative error of mea
surement of a linear segment does not exceed 1% and
error of an oblique angle—1°.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Automatic calibration of the microscope and
obliquity correction of the graphite image

Figure 4~a! shows a distorted STM15 image of HOPG
surface undergone smoothing, with trend removed. By us
the recognition procedure the lateral coordinates of the
bon atoms were determined@see Fig. 4~b!, a short summary
of recognition results is adduced# and a surface image wa
built stylized by hemispheres@see Fig. 4~c!#. With triangles
A1B1C1 andA2B2C2 using formulas~2!, ~3!, ~6! the calibra-
tion coefficients K̄x50.965, K̄y50.940, and the oblique
anglea59.037° ~k54! were calculated and averaged. Fi
ures 4~d! and 4~e! demonstrate the corrected images~average
lattice constant is equal to 2.473 Å,da50.4%!. The first
picture was obtained by applying a lineshifting algorithm
the image in Fig. 4~a!, and the second one, by directly a
plying formula ~1! to the data shown in Fig. 4~b!. Coordi-
natesz of atoms in all stylized images are reduced to mon
layer ~i.e., they are supposed to be equal!.

B. Examples of application of recognition procedure

In Fig. 5~a! an atomic force microscope12 ~AFM! image
~tapping mode! of nanostructured aluminum surface16 which
was formed by electrochemical polishing of textured alum
num foil is shown. Using recognition procedure@see Fig.
5~b!# one can find number of elements, their average dia
eter ~884 Å!, average spacing between features~2034 Å!,

f
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FIG. 4. ~a! The initial distorted image of graphite surface~constantZ mode,U tun5100 mV, I tun5400 pA!. ~b! The auxiliary intermediate image of the atom
domains appeared after drawing the horizontal cutting plane at an optimal height. Domains which was recognized as atoms has ‘‘1’’ mark of probable center.
~c! Stylized surface image~atoms placed along image edges were discarded!. ~d! The surface image after correction by lineshifting algorithm.~e! The stylized
surface image after correction by direct application of transformation~1!.
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average height~41 Å!. In addition variances and histogram
of distributions for these magnitudes can be built.

The method described has been employed also for st
ing properties of atomically smooth films: MePhSiCl2,
VOCl3, TiCl4, which are themselves ordered structure17

made by the method of chemical assemblage. As the
strate, HOPG and mica~muscovite! were used serving as
conducting and dielectric matrix, respectively. With this, t

FIG. 4. ~continued!.
y-

b-

matrix surface was accessible because of the discontinuit
the thin~30 Å! film. Since the research was carried out in a
where trustworthy spectroscopic data can hardly ever be
tained, the ‘‘rightness’’ of the surface topography has be
of extreme significance for analysis of the structures un
investigation. That is why a great attention was dedicated
revealing and compensating systematic errors as well a
searching for reliable calibration procedures for the inst
ment.

IV. DISCUSSION

The recognition procedure described is used for m
surement of lattice constants, determination of the calibra
coefficients and the manipulators’ nonorthogonality. T
procedure is useful because, first, it excludes a subjec
factor from the measuring process, and second, saves m
memory ~15–20 times! and processing time while pictur

FIG. 5. ~a! AFM scan of aluminum surface which was made at elect
chemical polishing process.~b! Plane domains belonging to recognized su
face elements are shown in lighter color.
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generation since now, instead of a surface image array,
sufficient to store the coordinates of atom centers, display
the image of atoms in a stylized form.

The triangle scheme proved to be a preferred solu
compared with the star scheme since the former requ
twice fewer initial data for realization as the latter with com
parable methodical errors. It is also necessary to keep
mind that the calculated values of calibration coefficients a
oblique angle are noise sensitive. This circumstance lim
the precision achieved by the method in the determinatio
those quantities.

The compactness value averaged by several domains
useful numerical characteristic that shows the microsc
noise value and/or points out to the presence of local dis
tions.

It is important that the process of microscope calibrat
can be readily automated. By the way, recognition of
atom center within some set of calibration structures nec
sary for averaging of calibration coefficients and the obl
uity angle could be substituted by determination of maxi
in the space frequency spectrum calculated by a fast Fou
transform algorithm. After that, it becomes possible to e
tract the parameters of affine transformation directly from
spectrum as was suggested in works of J. F. Jo”rgensenet al.4

and S. Carraraet al.7 Choice of the best method here d
pends on the particular task under investigation.

As a rule, since different sources lead to the same so
distortion, it is hard to point out their real origin or separa
the influence of one source from another. Therefore, p
vided the surface image is subjected to the influence o
whole ‘‘bouquet’’ of systematic distortion factors, th
method described permits one to determine the calibra
coefficients and the oblique angle of some hypothetical sc
ner. Then, the correction procedure will help partially corr
the image by deleting the linear parts of distortions cau
by all those factors.
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